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SUMMARY
A method is developed for theoretically predicting the loading
on pylon-mounted stores in subsonic compressible flow. Linear theory
is used, without two-dimensional or slender body assumptions, to
predict the flow field produced by the aircraft wing, nose, inlet, and
pylons. The interference loading is integrated over the store length
by considering the local crossflow, Its axial and radial derivatives,
and buoyancy. Store moment calculations under an F-4 aircraft at
Mach .8 are compared to wind tunael data. The method is computerized,
and program user information is included. A companion report presents
the method in supersonic flow.
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INTRODUCTION
The prediction method presented here Is the product of three
years development. Progress on this method has been reported in
References 1, 2, and 3. The method is presented here for subsonic
flow; a companion report, Reference 4, presents the method for super-
sonic flow. Details of the computer programs used to apply the method
are contained in Reference 5.
The prediction method is offered here as a practical engineering
tool. Computer program user information is provided so that the reader
may apply the method. The computer codes are available through COSMIC
(computer software management and information center). Requests should
be directed to "COSMIC, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 30601."
The method as applied to pylon-mounted stores in subsonic flow is
relatively complete and should prove useful in a majority of cases.
The method could be made more complete by considering aircraft wing-
body interference and store-pylon-rack secondary (mutual) interference.
Also, the jet inlet cowl interaction with the inlet ramp flow field
could be more extensively considered, including inlet spillage. The
program could be easily modified to include pylon crossflow produced
by aircraft sideslip. It is hoped that these features can be added
once the prediction method has demonstrated its usefulness in general
application.
The following section traces the development of aircraft-store
interference theoretical prediction and points out the relative
merits of previous efforts.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
x
Theoretical prediction of aircraft-store aerodynamic interference
has been the subject of several previous efforts. Initial efforts
(References 6 and 7) did much to define the important parameters and
to develop a method of approach. Reference 6 identified the important
aircraft components as the wing and fuselage thickness and crossflow
at incidence. The flow field about these components was calculated
by linear theory. The store loads were calculated by slender body
theory, with buoyancy loading included. Reference 7 used a similar
aircraft representation but in addition stressed the importance of the pylon
(pylon thickness was thought to be quite important, pylon crossflow
was thought to be negligible in most cases). It applied the store
free air data per unit length to calculate store loads, which allowed
for treatment of a more general (non-slender) store. Both these
studies were without benefit of high speed computers and required much
computational labor, even with several compromising assumptions in the
calculation of the aircraft flow field. Reference 8 established
procedures for calculating flow fields about three-dimensional wings,
many of which are used here. Reference 9 was an attempt to apply the
best features of References 6 and 7 in a computerized method. However,
many of the compromising assumptions necessary for hand calculations
were not removed. Thus two-dimensional sweep theory was used and the
store was restricted to the mid-semispan region of a wing of moderate
taper. Even so, the real shortcoming of Reference 9 was in its use
of the empirical correction factor, 1C,, used to account for the pylon
thickness effect on store pitch. The predicted store load, without
pylon, was multiplied by K to get the total load. Since the store
load due to the pylon has no general relationship to that of the other
aircraft components, the K factor served only to adjust the theory to
agree with the test data from which K_ was evaluated. For a general
prediction method, the K concept has no value.
It was with the disappointment of Reference 9 that many concluded
that the aircraft interference flow field was just too complex to be
treated theoretically. This atmosphere may have promoted the simplistic
approach which followed (References 10, 11, and 12). These efforts
attempted to apply slender body theory to the prediction of the aircraft
interference flow field. Contained in this theory is the assumption
that cross flow planes can be considered independently. This assumption
is valid on the surface of slender bodies but breaks down in the far
field and is totally invalid for practical aircraft configurations.
References 13 through 15 mark a return to the more rigorous
approach and are similar in many respects to the present work. These
13references are progress reports on continuing efforts, Grose makes
use of the Woodward linear theory aircraft design computer program
in subsonic and supersonic flow. The program has shown some inflexibility
for store loads application, such as inability to simulate pylons and
inlets. Linear theory is used to compute store body loads but has not
yet been developed for store fin loads. The computerized subsonic
14-15
method of Nielsen et al uses linear theory to predict the inter-
ference field, and slender body theory to predict the store body
loads. Reference 14 does not address the need for a 3-D representation
of thickness envelope, resulting in an inadequate representation of
aircraft wing and pylon thickness, in a manner similar to Reference 9.
Also, Reference 14 uses a store viscous separation point, X , as
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input to the method; X is actually an empirical correlation parameter
in uniform flow, not a separation point, and it cannot be usefully
applied to nonuniform flow problems. Reference 15 extends the
theoretical work of Reference 14, and also includes wind tunnel
parametric investigations. 3-D thickness envelope representation
is included in the theory. A theory for spanwise integration of store
fin loads is added. Store secondary (reflected) interference with
pylon and carriage rack is found to be small. A notable omission
of Reference 15 is that store fin loading caused by axial rate of
change of crossflow is neglected.
METHOD PROCEDURE (Subsonic)
The procedure used to predict store interference loading coefficients
is as follows: The disturbance flow field produced by the aircraft
is predicted using linear theory of source and vortex distribtuions.
A FORTRAN computer program has been written to calculate the strengths
of these sources and vortices to match the boundary conditions of a
general jet fighter-bomber aircraft configuration in subsonic compressible
flow. The disturbance velocities are calculated by the program over
the length of the store for each store position of interest, which
gives the interference angle of attack and static pressure field as
seen by the store. The program then integrates the effect of this
variable flow field over the length of the store to give the inter-
ference coefficients. These interference coefficients are to be
added linearly to the store free-air coefficients to obtain the total
store loading at angle of attack during separation.
AIRCRAFT INTERFERENCE FLOW FIELD
The geometric features which produce the interference flow field
about a jet fighter-bomber aircraft are the wing, body, jet inlet, and
pylons. The wing is described by its distribution of camber, twist,
thickness, and angle of attack. The pylon is described by its thick-
ness envelope and by its mutual interference with the wing. The inlet
is described by the inlet ramp size and slope, plus the interference
produced by the inlet lip and cowl. The fuselage nose is described
by its thickness distribution and by its cross flow due to angle of
attack. Wing-body interference is not included. The computerized
prediction method represents all these aircraft features for an
aircraft of general geometric description, with no slender body
assumptions and no two-dimensional approximations. The method is the
most complete and accurate yet offered in terms of representing
aircraft features which most affect the interference on pylon-mounted
stores. The following discussion explains the representation of each
aircraft component.
Wing Lift
Aircraft wing lift is represented by a spanwise and chordwise
lattice of swept horseshoe vortices. The strengths of these vortices
are found by satisfying downwash boundary conditions at aeveral control
points on the wing, the number of control points equaling the number
of horseshoe vortices. Each spanwise wing sectioni-is described by
its axial, vertical, and lateral location, its chord, and its dihedral
angle. This allows for a non-planar wing of arbitrary planform. The
circulation strengths of the horseshoe vortices are found by solution
of the boundary condition equations relating strength of each vortex
to downwash at each control point. This gives a system of simultaneous
linear equations which are solved by matrix inversion. Downwash
distributions due to wing camber, twist, and angle of attack are
included. Once the vortex circulations are known, the flow field
around the wing is calculated by the Biot-Savart law. Compressibility
effects are corrected for by the Prandtl-Glauert rule.
Wing Thickness
The wing planform thickness envelope is represented by a spanwise
and chordwise distribution of elementary source strips. Each source
strip is described by its span, chord, sweep angle, dihedral angle,
and source strength. Summation over all source strips on the wing
surface represents a numerical integration to -describe the three-
dimensional flow field generated by the wing thickness envelope!
Resulting flow field calculations are accurate where two-dimensional
sweep theory is not, such as at the wing root and tip, or for wings
with large taper.
Pylon
Although the pylon creates a small disturbance flow field in
comparison to the aircraft wing, the pylon may have a strong influence
on the store due to its close proximity. The pylon disturbance flow
field is produced by the pylon thickness envelope and by the pylon
interference with the sidewash under the wing. The flow field produced
by the pylon thickness envelope is described by use of small source
strips in the same manner as the wing thickness envelope is described.
The pylon interference with the sidewash under the wing is described
by representing the pylon with horseshoe vortices to match the boundary
conditions of flow tangency at the pylon face. The secondary components
of mutual interference between wing and pylon are accounted for by
mirroring these pylon vortices above the wing plane.
In representing the pylon, special consideration is given to an
accurate representation of the sidewash under the wing. First, Side-
wash due to wing thickness can have an important influence, especially
for swept or tapered wings. Therefore, wing thickness can in general
not be neglected. Second, a finite vortex representation of the wing
produces large errors in sidewash velodity very close to the wing plane
(since the sidewash approaches zero at the wing plane except at a
vortex, where it approaches infinity). Therefore, accurate calculation
of sidewash at the pylon face requires rthe use of an increased number
of wing vortices per unit span near the wing-pylon juncture.
Inlet
The Jet inlet is considered as an external compression ramp followed
by a lip and cowl which re-stunm the flow to enter the inlet. This
inlet geometry is represented by source strips which match the boundary
conditions at the ramp. Re-turning of the flow at the inlet lip
produces a shielding effect on the flow field behind the lip. This is
represented by assuming that the inlet ramp produces no flow disturbance
at :fleld locations behind the Inlet lip. Spillage due to internal back
pressure is not considered.
Nose
The aircraft fuselage nose Is represented as a body of revolution
at angle of attack. Source and doublet line singularities are placed
along the body axis of symmetry to match the boundary conditions at
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several control points on the body surface. A body of general contour
is considered. This same body representation may be used to describe
the first-order interference from adjacent stores.
STORE LOADING IN NONUNIFORM FLOW
The method used here for computing the store loading in nonuniform
flow is the most comprehensive yet offered in terms of aerodynamic
considerations. It is also the most general in terms of store geometric
features. Furthermore, the method is practical in terms of computational
efficiency. The store need not be slender. It may have wings, canards,
and/or tails of any aspect ratio. Fins of cruciform or biform con-
figuration are. allowed. Cruciform fins may have any roll orientation.
The method predicts the complete set of interference coefficients on
the store (normal and side force, pitch and yaw moment, and roll moment
coefficients). The method will now be explained.
The store loading in nonuniform flow is broken down into components.
These are the body loading, the fin loadings, the body-fin carry over,
and the fin-fin carry over. The body load distribution is in three
parts; (1) the loading due to local crossflow, (2) the loading due to
axial rate of change of crossflow, and (3) the loading due to buoyancy,
or variable static pressure field. The loading on the fins is also
in three parts; (1) the loading due to local crossflow, (2) the loading
due to axial rate of change of crossflow, and (3) the loading due to
spanwise rate of change of crossflow. Each of these three types of
fin loadings produces a body-fin carry over loading which acts partially
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on the body and partially on the fin'. In addition, the loading on
the forward fins produces a downwash interference loading which acts
on the aft fins. These component loadings are linearly additive for the
angle of attack ranges encountered in the aircraft interference flow
field.
To compute the interference loading, the store is divided
axially into a number of small sections. The load on each section is
computed from the local crossflow by use of a set of loading coefficients
which describe the section aerodynamic properties. These loading
coefficients are input to the computer program for predicting store
loading in nonuniform flow. These coefficients may be obtained from test
data in uniform flow or from theory. It is notable that the computer program
has provision for calculating most of the coefficients which describe
the loading due to variable crossflow, as well as some of those due to
constant crossflow.
The use of separate axial sections for computing the store loading
may appear to be a slender body assumption. Technically this is true,
because the coefficients which describe the loading at each section are
not a function of the crossflow at adjacent sections. In numerical
practice, however, this turns out not to be restrictive. The reason
is that the store may be sectioned off in such a manner as to isolate
nonslender features. A blunt nose or a high aspect ratio fin, for
example, is put in an axial section by itself. In general, the largest
source of section-to-section interference is of the panel-to-panel
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downwash type, and this is included in the prediction method.
An alternate approach was investigated for this study, that of
using a linear theory doublet distribution along the store body axis
of symmetry to predict body loading. In this approach, a simultaneous
solution of boundary conditions is made at several control points along
the body to solve for the body loading in the presence of an arbitrary
crossflow distribution. It was found that an excessive number of
control points and large calculation times were required to give accurate
results under conditions of variable crossflow, and that the loading
results were identical to those of the sectional coefficient method
previously described.
Although the programmed prediction method has the capability of
including all the components of loading in nonuniform flow as listed
here, the input coefficients for describing some of these loading
components are not well known. These are: (1) the body viscous cross-
flow loading; (2) the fin carry-over onto the body due to crossflow axial
rate of change; (3) the body-fin carry over due to crossflow spanwise
rate of change. None of these are major loading factors and each can
be approximated to some extent. They therefore do not present a
major barrier to predicting loads in nonuniform flow.
LINEAR ADDITION OF INTERFERENCE LOADING
TO FREE-AIR DATA
The assumption that the store interference coefficient data can
be added linearly to the store free-air data at angle of attack has
been much used by investigators in both experimental and theoretical
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work. Still, enough controversy exists over its use that a discussion
of this assumption will be given here.
The assumption is approximate:.only to the extent that nonlinear
loadings may act on the store. These loadings are: (1) body viscous
crossflow; (2) store downwash interference of the wing-tail type;
(3) change of store location relative to the aircraft as a function of
store incidence angle. At small angle of attack (say less than 5
degrees), the viscous crossflow loading is not large. Low angle
nonlinear wing-tail interference is unusual on stores, although for
some this could cause a problem. The effect of store location change
is not likely to be large except at the mate location, very near the
pylon. This effect can be minimized by calculating the store inter-
ference loading at the carriage Incidence angle. Thus, the linear
assumption can usually be accepted for a small angle analysis.
Furthermore, an analysis using accurate loading data in the small
angle range will likely give good results for store behavior, even
though large angular excursions may be reached. This occurs because
the free-air loading tends to predominate over the (inaccurate)
interference loading at the larger pitch and yaw angles. Therefore
it would appear that this linear assumption, while extremely
functional in both theoretical and experimental work, also has a
good basis for justification. If in doubt, the validity of this
assumption can be checked by a dynamic analysis, using an assumed
interference loading error as a function of store angle of attack.
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METHOD EVALUATION
The ability of the computerized method to predict store inter-
ference coefficients was examined by comparing theory to wind tunnel
data for the ARM store in the influence of the F-4 aircraft.
Figure 1 shows the geometry for the aircraft and the ARM store.
Succeeding figures present interference moment coefficients about the
store reference center of gravity versus.axial traverse distance of
the store forward from the mate (X = 0) position.
Figures 2 and 3 present comparisons of theoretical predictions
with experimental data for the ARM store under the F-4 aircraft at
Mach .8. Shown are pitch and yaw moment interference coefficients
acting on ARM under the inboard and outboard pylons at aircraft angles
of attack of zero and two degrees.
The C data agreement in Figure 2 is very good. The agreement
for C is good out to X = 10 feet but beyond there exhibits some
differences. These may be attributable to the approximate represent
tation of the flow field interference produced by the F-4 inlet.
The C data agreement in Figure 3 is also very good; the C data
agreement is not as good but appears to be shifted axially about 2
feet between theory and experiment.
Some estimate of experimental data accuracy in Figures 2 and 3
was attempted. These data have been zero-shifted by the amount
indicated by the free-air (aircraft absent) data. This shift is
.8 in C , .3 in C . A check on these shift values was made by
m n
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examining measured data at large distance from the aircraft, where
Interference Is nearly zero. A shift of from zero to .4 different
from that used was indicated, which may be some measure of test data
accuracy.
Also, a major source of test data error Is the uncertainty in
store vertical location while traversing close to the pylon- Data
read-out of store vertical location indicated values from -.6 to +.3
feet (full scale) from the vertical mate location for the test data
of Figures 2 and 3. The accuracy of this read-out value is approximately
±.3 feet. To show the possible error in C produced by store location
error, Figure 4 presents C predictions for two store vertical
locations. This indicates a possible band of accuracy for the experi-
mental data on Figures 2 and 3. The off-mate vertical locations shown
on Figure 4 are the wind tunnel read-out values. Note, however,
that if the off-mate predictions are compared directly to the test
data of Figure 2, data agreement is degraded.
It should be noted that the test data in Figures 2 and 3 have
been shifted axially from that presented in References 1 and 2, due
to a mate location error recently discovered. The shift Is 1.0 feet
left in Figure 2, 0.8 feet left in Figure 3. This belated shift
reduces considerably the extent of agreement between theory and
experiment. It is not certain If this is the fault of the theory or
If there remains another yet undiscovered shift in the test data.
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The present theoretical predictions differ from previous values
(Reference 2) in that they take into account the store loading produced
by the axial rate of change of the local cross flow angle of attack.
To show how this added theoretical consideration affects the prediction,
Figure 5 presents pitch moment predictions comparing the present and
more complete theory to that of Reference 2. These data show that
consideration of the store loading due to axial rate of change of
cross flow has produced a noticeable change in the prediction. Though
not evident everywhere on Figure 5, this change has, In general,
Improved agreement with experiment. It should be mentioned that most
of this loading increment for the ARM store is produced by the tails.
This loading tends to increase the interference peak values as plotted
versus axial location.
Figure 6 presents a comparison between theory and experiment for
roll moment acting on ARM under the F-4 inboard pylon at Mach 0.8.
The theoretical prediction is derived entirely from wing-pylon
interference. Roll moment prediction Is such a strong function of
store vertical location that predictions for two locations are shown.
In light of the uncertainty in store vertical location in the test
data, the accuracy of the test data is not adequate to confirm or
deny the prediction. However, considering the difficulty of both
predicting and measuring roll moment, the extent of data agreement
in Figure 6 Is encouraging.
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL INTERFERENCE
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Figure 3
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STORE THEORETICAL INTERFERENCE PITCH MOMENT
COEFFICIENT AS AFFECTED
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Figure 4
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STORE THEORETICAL INTERFERENCE PITCH MOMENT
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Figure 5 V
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL INTERFERENCE
ROLL COEFFICIENT WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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TO THE PROSPECTIVE USER
To apply the prediction method requires answers to such questions
as: What aircraft components must be described and what can be
neglected? What is the sensitivity to the number of and size of the
singularities (sources and vortices) used to represent the aircraft
components? What is the sensitivity to the way in which the store is
represented and to the accuracy of the store input data? To make
these judgements the user must first gain experience in modeling aircraft
flow fields and in predicting store loads in these flow fields. Such
experience is best obtained if reliable experimental data is available
for comparison. Once the user has undergone this sensitivity analysis
with one configuration, he may then apply his judgement and experience
to other configurations with relative safety.
25
INPUT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
The computer program assumes that the aircraft files at zero yaw
angle and that the missile traverses at zero yaw angle. Figure 7
shows the aircraft coordinate system assumed by the program. The
X coordinate direction is chosen parallel to the wing chord line. For
wings with large twist such that the section chord lines are not
parallel, the X coordinate is chosen parallel to a wing chord line
that is near the store spanwise location to be considered. This is
done because the wing trailing vortices are assumed to be parallel to
the X coordinate direction. These vortices should lie as close as
possible to the wing chord line. If the wing is at small incidence
(say one degree) the X coordinate may be chosen parallel to the aircraft
waterline. The Y coordinate is in the direction of the aircraft
buttline coordinate, is plus toward the left wing, and has the Y = 0
origin in the lateral plane of symmetry of the aircraft. The Z coordinate
is plus downward. The X-Z; origin is arbitrary.
The logical flow of the program is shown in Figure 8. The program
permits run stacking for variations in aircraft geometry, store geometry,
store location, and aircraft angle of attack, as the flowchart indicates.
The input format for the program is shown in Figures 9. The reader
should compare the input variable list with the program flowchart so
that he understands how run stacking is accomplished.
The input variables will now be defined. Dimension limits are
given for index parameters; if these limits are exceeded, an error
26
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signal will result. The length units are given in feet (FT), although
any consistent length unit may be used.
AIRCRAFT
TITLE
BM
- to identify aircraft components considered
- Mach.number for subsonic flow
The following variables are input for the aircraft "equivalent"
wing, extended inside the body (see input sheet B).
NTV - Number of semi-wing trailing vortices, equal to the number
of spanwise sections into which the semi-wing is divided
(NTV± 20).
NBV
NTC
NRW
AR
ALAMDA
TRATIO
- Number of bound vortices per wing chord, equal to the
number of chordwise sections into which the wing is
divided (NBV ^  10). NBV times NTV equals the number
of horseshoe vortices per semi-wing (NBV x NTV £ 40).
NBV = 0 for NTV # 0 causes an error signal.
- Number of wing thickness sections per chord, used to
define the wing thickness envelope (NTC ^ 20). NTC
should be chosen large enough so that the chordvise
dimension of the thickness sections is small compared to
the distance between wing and store. This is because
line sources are used to represent these thickness
sections. (See discussion after DXST below.)
- Number of right wing spanwise sections to be used in flow
field calculations. NRW 4, NTV will save computation
time. NRW can be made smaller for a given accuracy as
the store location moves toward the left wing tip. A
sensitivity calculation should be made.
- Wing aspect ratio, span squared over area. (AR > 0).
- Wing sweep angle of quarter chord from the normal to
the free stream. (degrees)
- Wing taper ratio (of tip chord to root chord).
(TRATIO £.0)
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AREF - Wing reference area, used in calculation of wing lift
coefficient (need not be planform area). (FT^ )
The following variables locate each of the wing planform sections.
The edges of these planform sections must fit together if the wing is
a continuous surface. Pylons must be placed at a junction between
sections. Only the left wing half is read in (Y > 0), and the aircraft
is assumed symmetrical about the Y = 0 plane. Refer to Figure 10.
YV, ZV - Y and Z coordinates of the quarter chord point at the
section midspan. (FT)
SV - Half-width of sections as seen in Y - Z
plane. (FT)
PH - Section dihedral angle. See Figure 10 (zew>-is
horizontal, and plus is clockwise as viewed from rear)..
(degrees)
XLE - X coordinate of leading edge at section
midspan. (FT)
C - Chord length at section midspan. (FT)
ALFV - Section incidence (twist) relative to the X-coordinate
direction. Plus is leading edge up. (degrees)
The next variables are correction factors for spanwise variations
of camber and thickness distributions. The distributions of thickness
and camber are read in versus chord station at one spanwise station
(see THU and DZDX). The chordwise distributions of thickness and
camber at other spanwise stations are assumed to differ by a constant
factor from the values read in, thus giving three dimensional distri-
butions of wing thickness and camber. The correction factors are
defined as:
33
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XCAM - Wing section camber correction factor. The program
multiplies the DZDX input values for chordwise camber
by XCAM to give the camber at each spanwise section.
SWP - Sweep angle correction factor. To use the computed
vortex sweep angle, set SWP = 1.0. For no vortex sweep,
use SWP = 0.
TTC - Wing section thickness correction factor. The program
multiplies the THU input values for chordwise thickness
by TTC to give the thickness at each spanwise section.
Use TTC = 0 for the wing portion extended inside the
body.
The following variables supply the wing chordwise properties.
Refer to Figure 11.
THU - Slope of the wing thickness envelope at each chord section.
Plus THU turns flow away from VQ. To compute THU, divide
the wing thickness envelope into NTC number of chordwise
sections of equal length. The wing thickness envelope
at any spanwise station may be used, since spanwise
variations of thickness are corrected for (see discussion
under TTC). Assign THU as the trapezoidal slope of each
chordwise section. (no units)
CS - Incremental lengths of chordwise strips Into which wing
is divided for chordwise distribution of bound vorticity.
CS is in fractions of chord and should sum to one. For
example, CS = .1, .2, .3, .4, for NBV •= 4. The choice
of CS values will affect the wing section lift slightly,
since the locations of the boundary points are affected.
For good representation of the wing velocity field, CS
nearest the leading edge (I « 1) should be the smallest,
and CS nearest the trailing edge (I = NBV) should be the
largest. This tends to better locate and distribute the
vorticity near the wing leading edge, where the circulation
values are the greatest. Also, the values of CS should be
chosen so that the mean line slopes, DZDX, are best
represented.
DZDX - Average slope of wing mean line relative to the chord
line at chord section CS(I), I = 1 to NBV. (radians)
DZDX defines wing camber. If the mean line slopes
vary with span (In the same ratio for each chord section)
this is accounted for by the correction factor XCAM
(see above). Sign convention for DZDX is consistent with
that for Z, as shown in Figure 11.
35
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IG, IP - Control Input; = 1 yes, = 0 no, to ..generate and punch
out GAM and GAMC.
GAM, GAMC - Wing vortex lattice circulation strengths, (04 ir VQ).
GAM is due to unit angle of attack (FT/degree). GAMC is
due to wing camber, twist, nonplanar thickness effects,
and/or superimposed crossflow (FT). Run time is saved
by generating and punching these values on an initial
run, and inputting the punched data on subsequent runs.
All other wing input must be unchanged between runs.
The next two variables are used to superimpose a crossflow field
with linear axial variation onto the wing. This is to be used for
computing store CNLD coefficients, inputting the store fin as a wing
as discussed in APPENDIX F, Resulting fin load is reflected in output
values of fin CT at ot= Q.LI
DALFDX - Axial rate of change of superimposed crossflow (= 0 for
aircraft wing). (degrees/FT)
XALFO - X location where superimposed crossflow
= 0. (FT)
The following variables describe the pylon for the purpose of
computing wing-pylon crossflow interference. The pylon must be placed
at a juncture between wing sections, with no gaps. (see Figure 12).
NPV - Number of pylon spanwise sections, similar to NTV for the
wing (2-NPV + NTV A: 20) .
NDV - Number of subjections into which the vortices of the
adjoining wing sections are to be divided for the purpose
of computing the crossflow at the pylon. Accuracy of
sidewash velodity calculations close to the plane of the
wing is a strong function of the number and size of the
discrete vortices used to represent the wing. Since the
pylon is very close to the wing plane, a large number of
small vortices is used to represent the wing close to
the pylon when computing velocities at the pylon. This
is done by dividing the two adjacent wing sections each
into NDV spanwise parts. The vorticlty is not interpolated
chordwise.
37-
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PYLON REPRESENTATION
PYLON IMAGES ZW
PYLON EXAMPLE FOR
NPV = 2
PH =-85°
WING WITH
DIHEDRAL
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JI1 - Spanwise index of wing section just inboard of pylon.
JI2 - Spanwise index of wing section just outboard of pylon.
IWING - Control input; if IWING = 0 and NPV ± 0, store flow
field will be computed without wing. If IWING f 0,
otherwise.
ZW - Z coordinate at wing-pylon juncture. This locates the
plane of symmetry about which the pylon vortices are
imaged above the wing to satisfy the boundary condition
of no pylon -induced flow normal to the wing at the wing
surface. The mirror image system assumes that the wing
is in a plane of Z = ZW = constant. See Figure 12.
The vortex image system is constructed automatically
by the program.
YV, ZV, SV,
PH, XLE, C - These are used to describe the pylon planform in the same
manner they were used to define the wing planform
(see definitions for wing input). Coordinate system and
sign conversions are the same for wing and pylon inputs.
Nose
The nose is approximated as a body of revolution. The nose
contour on the side closest the store should be used to define nose
shape. The body thickness envelope of an adjacent store may be
substituted for the nose for computing first order store-store inter-
ference.
NBP - Number of body points used to define the nose contour
XNOSE, YNOSE,
ZNOSE - Coordinates of nose apex. (FT)
ALFNW - Pitch incidence of nose axis of symmetry relative to X-
coordinate direction. Plus ALFNW for nose down. Nose
is assumed to be at zero yaw incidence. (degrees)
XBL - Body length from nose apex to base (XBL must be greater
than all input XB, or error signal will
result) . (FT)
XB, RB - Coordinates defining nose contour. XB is distance from
nose apex along axis of symmetry. RB is nose radius at
XB. Nose is best described if XB is spaced more closely
near the apex and where RB is changing most rapidly.
39
Thickness Strips
The following variables describe the thickness strips used to
represent the aircraft inlet ramp, pylon thickness, and any other
aircraft thickness feature to be represented by small planar surfaces
(except wing thickness). Figure 13 shows strip geometry.
NST - Number of strips (NST £: 40) .
NIN - Number of inlet ramp strips contained in NST (NIN £: NST).
The distinction between inlet ramp strips and other strips
is made because of the shielding effect which the inlet
lip has on the inlet ramp disturbance at a field point
behind the inlet lip. To account for this shielding
effect, the program computes no disturbance due to
inlet ramps when the field point is behind the inlet
lip. The inlet ramp strips must be first in order of
input.
XL1P, YLIP,
ZLIP - Coordinates of inlet lip corner closest to the store.
(Note, YLIP and ZLIP are used only for supersonic
flow). (FT)
XST, YST,
ZST - Coordinates of strip midpoint. (FT)
SST - Strip semi-span. (FT)
THST - Tangent of turning angle of flow over the strip,
relative to free stream, at zero aA/C (+THST is for turning
away from VQ) . (radians)
DXST - Chord in X direction. (FT)
PHST - Dihedral angle. PHST = ±90° for vertical
surfaces. (degrees)
ALST - Sweep angle. ALST < 90 degrees. (degrees)
Special care should be used in describing the pylon thickness.
Each thickness strip is represented by a line source placed at the
midchord of the strip. Therefore, the strip chord (DXST) must be small
40
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compared to the distance from the strip to the field point. Since the
store may be very close to the pylon, it is recommended that the pylon
strip DXST values be kept small.
Another special feature of pylon thickness representation is
that: the pylon thickness envelope produces an interference flow field
with the wing directly above it. This interference flow field may be
represented by imaging the pylon thickness envelope above the wing,
using additional input thickness strips. Such an image system satisfies
the boundary condition of zero flow normal to the wing plane. If the
pylon leading edge overhangs the wing leading edge, this image system
tends to overstate the interference ahead of the wing. Therefore, it
is recommended that imaging be used only for that part of the pylon
which Is directly under the wing.
In representing an inlet ramp which is not a planar surface,
the thickness strips may be used by approximating the ramp as a planar
surface with the same displacement area. This representation is valid
if the ramp characteristic dimension is small compared to the distance
from the inlet ramp to the store.
Store
The store is divided into axial sections as shown in Figure 14.
The force on each section is assumed to act at the section midpoint.
Therefore, moment calculations will be more accurate if the sections are
chosen so that the center of pressures of major lifting components
(like nose and tail) are at section midpoints. The front and rear
42
Figure 14
STORE SECTIONING
NOSE
CP
XCG-
TAIL
CP
t
DIA
1
REF
CG
FTM-DIA
2
DELX
STORE AXIAL SECTIONS
EXAMPLE FOR NMS = 5
SECTIONS CHOSEN SO THAT NOSE AND TAIL CP'S
ARE AT SECTION MIDPOINTS
EXAMPLE INPUT DATA
LET:
DIA = 1
DELX = 2
B = BODY
T = TAIL
CN I = 3NalB
CN I = 5O|BT-B
KW = 1.33
KB = 0.33
GIVES:
CNLA = 1.5, 0, 0, 0, .5
CNF =• 0, 0, 0, 0, 2
limits of the section locations do not have to coincide with the nose
and base of the store. The following variables are the geometric
and aerodynamic input used to describe the store. The words missile
and store areuused interchangeably here.
NMS
DELX
XCG
- Number of missile sections. Divide missile into NMS
equal lengthwise sections. (NMS'j£20).
- Axial length of each missile section. DELX, NMS, and
XCG describe missile as shown in Figure 14. A secondary
consideration in choosing DELX is that DELX is the
increment in location between output values of inter-
ference coefficients. Thus, an esstly'-'piLottedmnmber
far- DELX, 13.tp he.lfirtortd (DEEX>>:.Q, if NTL > 0). (FT)
- Distance of missile reference center of gravity from the
most forward missile section (.^ s. '. ':. '••-'. '.'.-,
(see Figure 14). (FT)
DIA - Missile reference diameter, assumed to be equal to the
maximum body diameter, ("'twice the reference riad'ius) .
(FT)
XSTART - Store, CG location tf«,strav«raanliii"fei-forward' of :r*£fcr#nce
point (XM, YM, ZM) at which interference calculation
is to start. (FT)
FTM - Fin tip maximum span, -r reference radius. FTM controls
where velocities will be computed (see Appendices F, G).
For stores without fins, set FTM = 1. (no units)
ROLL - Store fin roll orientation relative to aircraft coordinate
system. Plus ROLL is clockwise. ROLL = ±45 is
X-configuratlon. (degrees)
The following are store sectional properties. Refer to Appendices
E, F, G for methods of computing the aerodynamic input values.
CNLA - Body section normal force coefficient per unit length
and per unit angle of attack. Use average section
value. CNLA includes fin carry-over. (per radian-FT)
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RS - Body local radius (at section midpoint) -r reference
radius. RS is used in calculating buoyancy Joadingt. :
(no units)
FT - Fin tip span (section average) 7- reference
radius. (no units)
CNF - Fin normal force coefficient per unit local crossflow
angle, including carry-over from body, for one
panel. (per radian)
CNPF - Fin normal force coefficient for crossflov produced as
in roll about store axis at a rate such that the cross-
flow at the fin tip (at FT x DIA/2) is one radian.
CNPF is for one panel. CNPF is related to roll damping
as explained in Appendix F. (per radian)
FCP - Fin spanwise center of pressure, distance from store
axis -r reference diameter. FCP is used for roll moment
calculations only. (no units)
CNLD - Section normal force coefficient per unit length due to
unit crossflow axial derivative. CNLD includes load on
body, two fins, and carry-over. (per :radian)
IDW - if IDW(I) = 1, then store section I contains fins which
are affected by downwash from fins of forward sections.
If IDW(I) = 0, then section I is not affected by down-
wash.
EP(I, J) - Change in crossflow angle at section I per unit cross-
flow at section J. EP is the same as the downwash factor
e/a used in standard texts. EP will be negative for usual
downwash. EP = 0 unless store section J contains a fin
trailing edge. EP.nraay be obtained from component data
or estimated from Reference 16. (no units)
If velocity field values are to be generated, with no store loads
computed, use the following values for store input data.
NMS = 1
DELX = Axial distance between field points.
XCG = DELX/2
DIA =0
FTM, ROLL » Not used.
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Store Location
The following variables locate the store relative to the aircraft
and determine the number of load calculations to be made.
NIL - Number of traverse lines. Store traverses forward
axially along straight lines. NTL has no dimension
limit.
store
location
title - Any information the user wants printed on the page with
the interference coefficients, such as what pylon the
store is under, or how far below mate is the store
located, etc.
XM, YM, ZM - Location of tsaverse line reference point in aircraft
X, Y, Z coordinates. The traverse line passes through
the reference point. The reference point may be placed
at the store reference CG mate location and at any Y-Z
increments there from. YM and ,ZM are 8ueh that.thejstore
is under the left wtng_(YM iiOh,::ZM>:EV).:i . (FT)
XT
ALFMW
NALF
IB
Traverse distance of the store forward from the traverse
line reference point. (XT * (50 - NMS) • DELX + XSTART).
An error signal is printed if XT exceeds maximum value,
but calculations are not interrupted. (FT)
Angle of pitch incidence of the traverse line relative
to the X coordinate. Plus is nose down. Zero yaw
incidence is assumed. Store is aligned with the free
stream if ALFMW = ALFW. For accurate store loads near
the mate location, set ALFMW equal to the carriage
negative incidence. (degrees)
Number of aircraft angles of attack for which inter-
ference data is to be calculated. Interference data is
linear with aircraft angle of attack if the store
location is fixed relative to tihe aircraft.
Computation mode parameter; if IB = 1, buoyancy loading
on the store is included. If IB = 0, buoyancy is
neglected. IB has a large effect on run time as discussed
later.
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IA - Computation mode parameter used to reduce run time for
buoyancy calculations. If IA = 0, velocities are computed
on store axis and at fin tips, and velocities at store body
surface are interpolated from these (refer to Figure Gl).
If IA = 1, velocities are computed at 4 points on body surface.
IA is not used if IB = 0 or if FTM = 1.
IW - Print option index; if IW = N, program will write the
interference flow field velocities at N axial locations
along the traverse line, from the store base starting position
forward.
ALFW - Angle between the free stream velocity vector and the
aircraft X axtekl fins la -nose up* If the. X axis is::--. • .-
parallel to the aircraft waterline, then ALFW is the
aircraft angle of attack. (See Figure 7 and the discussion
on defining aircraft coordinates at first of this section.)
(degrees)
IGO - Control parameters for run stacking; if IGO = 0, end.
If IGO =1, go to next store. If IGO =2, go to next air-
craft. If IGO =3, go to next aircraft and store. See
Figure' 8 for program logical flow.
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OUTPUT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
Computer output consists of all input variables, intermediate
calculated parameters, and final results in the form of interference
coefficients. For some applications the intermediate variables may be
all that is desired, such as wing lift, wing circulation values, or
velocity field values. Input print options cause some intermediate
output to be omitted, while computation options omit others. The
following is a list of definitions of all possible output, excluding
input previously defined.
Wing Lift
The following output is omitted if not computed (input IG = 0).
CL - Wing lift coefficient, based on input reference area AREF.
WING AREA - Computed planform area from input geometry. Serves as a
check on wing planform input geometry.
SL - Wing normalized sectional lift distribution due to constant
angle of attack, (Cg C)/(OL cT) , presented versus normalised
semispan (y/(b/2)). Note that
/
b = wing span, tip-to-tip
cT = mean aerodynamic chord
c = local chord
Win& (Pylon) Vortex Lattice
Values are printed for the wing, the pylon, and the pylon image
above the wing. Index J is used as the spanwise index.
SDA, CDA - Sine and cosine of PH, dihedral angle.
XV - X coordinate of horseshoe vortex, referenced to midpoint
of bound segment. XV is in transformed space, using
compressibility transformation (Appendix A).
48 (FT)
XV • BETA - Vortex X-coordinate location In physical
space. (FT)
GAM - Vortex circulation, F/4 if Vo due to unit angle of
attack. (FT/degree)
GAMC - Vortex circulation due to wing camber, twist, nonplanar
wing thickness interference, and/or variable angle of
attack field (see GAM above). (FT)
Note: values of GAM and GAMC are generated, punched, or
read in by use of input controls IG, IP (see previous
section).
SVA, CVA - Sine and cosine of vortex sweep angles in transformed
(incompressible) space.
Nose Parameters
XS, XD - Not used in subsonic flow (XD = OJ.XS is same as input XBL).
SLOPE - Body slope, d(RD)/d(XB).
SNA - Line source strength per unit length used to describe
nose thickness envelope (see Appendix D). (V"r)
SNC - Line doublet strength per unit length used to describe
nose crossflow due to angle of attack (see Appendix D).
(FT2/degree)
Thickness Strip Parameters
All are input as defined in the previous section.
Store
All variables are input except XBAR.
XBAR - Distance from center of store axial section to reference
center of gravity, divided by reference diameter.
Flow Field Computation
Traverse line location and computation mode are outputted to
allow a check of input. Velocity field is outputted if requested
(input control variable IW > 0).
NK - Number of X locations on the traverse line where velocites
are computed.
XC - Field point X location in aircraft wing coordinate system.
(FT)
K - Index for X location.
J - Index for Y-Z location (see Figure G-l).
(U, V, W) - Perturbation velocities in the X, Y, Z directions per
unit free stream velocity and due to aircraft unit
angle of attack. (Per Degree)
(UT, VT,
WT) - Perturbation velocities in the X, Y, Z directions per unit
free stream velocity and due to aircraft thickness and
crossflow at zero angle of attack. (no units)
Results
The page containing the interference coefficients is headed by
the titles labeling the aircraft, store, store location, and aircraft
angle of attack. If requested (by input IW > 0), the resolved velocity
parameters along the store axis will be printed (ALZ, ALY, WS, VS, etc.)
These parameters represent combined aircraft thickness and crossflow
effects at angle of attack. They are discussed in detail in Appendices
E, F, G. They are defined here for reference.
ALY, ALZ - Y, Z crossflow angle of attack at store body.
(no units)
VS, WS - Crossflow normal to store fins at fin root, resolved into
Y, Z directions. (no units)
VD, WD - Radial rate of change of store fin crossflow.
(no units)
BY, BZ - Store body buoyancy parameter. (FT~ )
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ALYD,
ALZD - Axial derlvitives of ALY, ALZ. (FT"1)
ARS - Fin cross flow tending to roll the store clockwise,
acting at fin root. (no units)
ARD - Radial rate of change of fin crossflow tending to roll
the store clockwise. (no units)
The interference coefficients are presented versus X« defined as:
X - Location of store reference CG forward of the traverse line
reference point (input XM, YM, ZM). Distance is taken
along the traverse line. (FT)
The coefficients are resolved into two Y-Z coordinate systems, the
first, marked PHI = 0, is the aircraft Y-Z coordinate system. The
other, marked PHI = (input value of ROLL), is the Y-Z coordinate
system aligned with the store fins. The sketch below shows both coordinate
systems. These coefficient values are interference components only,
and do not include loading due to store angle of attack relative to the
free stream. This angle of attack effect must be added to get the
total store loading, as discussed earlier in this report. The sign
convention for the coefficients at PHI = 0 are as follows:
+ normal force - up
+ side force - inboard
+ pitch moment - nose up
+ yaw moment - nose inboard
+ roll moment - clockwise as
viewed from the rear
AIRCRAFT SYSTEM
PHI = 0
Sketch 1
STORE SYSTEM
PHI= ROLL
51
DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM USE
The discussion of program use will center on the trade-off between
run time and computational accuracy. Run time may be estimated from
Figure 15 as a function of the input parameter, K, and the computation
mode defined by IB, IA, and FTM. The parameter K is a function of how
many singularities are used to represent the aircraft and how many axial
stations are contained in the store traverse. The computation made
determines how many field point calculations are made per axial station.
Most run times will fall within the scale of Figure 15, and the average
run time is about 20 seconds. Most of the run time is taken up by the
calculation of the interference flow field, as Figure-15 indicates.
To understand the relationship between run time and traverse
length, it is necessary to understand how the store traverses forward.
Field point velocities are calculated at axial increments (DELX) along
the traverse line. The store starts at some point (XSTART) on the traverse
line such that the calculated field points lie at the midpoints of the
store sections. The interference loading is calculated, and then the
store is moved a distance DELX along the traverse line and the load
calculation is repeated, etc. This allows many of the field point
velocities to be used several times as the store traverses past. Thus,
the axial traverse is the most efficient way to generate interference
data.
For rail launch of propelled stores, data for one long axial
traverse forward from the mate location is all that is required. For
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drop or eject launch, data versus vertical location is required. This
is best generated by using several (3 or 4) short axial traverses,
displaced vertically from each other, to form a data grid in X-Z space.
Spanwise variations in traverse location can also be included to form
a grid in X, Y, Z space.
One shortcut sometimes used for vertically-launched stores is
the concept of the "vertical decay" interference loading. In this
concept, only the carriage loads are measured or predicted, and the
loading is varied with vertical location according to an assumed decay.
The method tends to give satisfactory separation results in cases where
the carriage loads have a dominant influence on store behavior. However,
the decay concept itself is artificial since it idealizes the aircraft
as a point source disturbance. The aircraft is in actuality the sum
of three-dimensional components at various distances from the store and
producing disturbances which range in strength. As a result, the
disturbance on the store as it drops from the mate location can some-
times show an initial increase or a sign reversal. For this reason, it
is recommended that the prediction method be used to generate inter-
ference data versus vertical displacement for vertically launched
stores and that the vertical decay concept not be used.
Computation Mode
Figure 15 shows that computation time is reduced if the spanwise
variation in crossflow over the store fins can be neglected (FTM =1),
and the run time is further reduced if the buoyancy loading on the store
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body can be neglected (IB s 0). Refer?.to the input list for definitions
of these variables. As a general rule, these factors cannot be
neglected where the interfering";', aircraft component is close to the
store. Therefore, for calculation of store loading close to the pylon,
the full capability of the program should be used (FTM > 1, IB = 1).
However, as the store is removed from the aircraft, the approximations
FTM = 1, IB = 0 become more accurate. For stores without fins, buoyancy
is likely to be an important part of the total loading at all store
locations. Where many runs are involved, it is best to run a
sensitivity study, using IB = 0 and IB • 1, to define if and where
buoyancy can be neglected.
Figure 15 also shows that some run time is saved by setting IA = 0
(see input list for definition). This is probably a valid
approximation except for cases of severe wing-pylon crossflow inter-
ference, with the store close to the pylon.
Data Accuracy
To obtain the most reliable prediction possible on an aircraft-
store combination for which no experimental data exists, it is
recommended that the modeled aircraft flow field first be used to
predict loads on a store for which experimental data does exist.
Reexamine the aircraft representation, if necessary, for best agreement.
This minimizes the largest source of user-introduced error, which is
the aircraft flow field model. The prediction accuracy for the two
stores is likely to be comparable, assuming their geometry and location
is not radically different.
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For preliminary design studies, data on a similar store may not
be available, or time to compare predictions with these data may not be
available. In this case what is needed is a low cost prediction
which is conservative and which indicates if separation problems are
likely. An effective way to make the predicted store loads more con-
servative is to shift the data axially to maximize the carriage loading.
This judgement is based on the data comparisons presented in this report,
which show that peak values are well predicted, while exact store axial
locations at these peak values ata less certain.
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EXAMPLE INPUT VALUES
Without prior experience in using the program, the user may find
it difficult to decide appropriate values for the index limits required
as input. While each aircraft-store combination should be considered
separately, the following example values may serve as guide for
conducting sensitivity studies. These values were used for the F-4
aircraft and ARM store test case calculations presented in this report.
The variables listed here are defined in the input list.
NTV = 6 NBP = 12
NBV = 4 NST = 2 (inlet)
NTC = 10 NST = 8 (inboard pylon)
NRW = 6 NST = 10 (outboard pylon)
NPV =2 NMS = 12
NDV = 4
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APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON PERTURBATION VELOCITIES
As stated in Reference 8, the Prandtl-Glauert rule accounts for
compressibility effects by the following procedure:
1. Transform the surface S to the surface S' by the transformation
X1 = X//9
where
ft = /7T7
2. Calculate the perturbation velocities (u1, v1, w1) at field point
(X1 , Y, Z) using incompressible flow theory.
3. Then the perturbation velocities at the field point (X, Y, Z)
caused by the actual surface S for compressible flow are given by
u = u'/02
V = V
'
/ /?
 (A-l)
w = w' /ft
Note that in step one above, the transformation X1 = X//3 causes the
surface S1 to have an angle of attack a' and a thickness slope 9* which
S
are reduced by a factor of ft from the actual values a and 0. The
method adopted here is to use the actual values ot and 6 when cal-
culating the flow about the aircraft. Equations A-l in this case are
replaced by
u =
 u'//3
v = v1
w = w1 (A-2)
The sweep angle of the transformed surface S1 is related to that
of surface S by
x. = TAN'1!^
A-l/A-2
APPENDIX B: PERTURBATION VELOCITIES DUE TO WING THICKNESS
From Reference 16, the velocity potential due to wing thickness
In Incompressible flow Is
where 0 Is the slope of the wing thickness envelope In the streamwlse
(X) direction, (X^ , Y-^, 0) are points on the wing surface, and (X, Y, Z)
Is any field point. Corrections for compressibility effects are dis-
cussed in Appendix A and will therefore not be included here.
Consider a wing strip of constant & and of elementary width ^L X..
Let this strip have a span of (Y, ), - (Y ) and a sweep angle of & .
•!• D 1 fl.
Since equation B-l is independent of coordinate origin, let the origin
be on the elementary strip, so that the equation of the strip is
/^= y,
The velocity potential due to this elementary strip, using equation B-l, Is
(B-3)
B-l
Using integral tables, equation B-3 becomes
where
r -
The perturbation velocities (u, v, w) at field point (X, Y, Z) are given
by the summation over all wing strips of the coordinate derivitives
of the velocity potential.
(B-5)
Using > from equation B-4, equations B-5 become
(B-6)
Equations B-6 are prograomed in subroutines THICK and STRIP.
B-2
APPENDIX C: WING AND PYLON CIRCBLATIOW DISTRIBUTION DUE TO CRQSSFLOW
The wing is represented by a spanwise and chordwlse lattice of
horseshoe vortices, according to the method of Reference 8. The horse-
shoe vortices are swept as shown In Figure C-l. The strengths of these
vortices are found by satisfying downwash boundary conditions at several
control points on the wing, the number of control points equaling the
number of horseshoe vortices. The control points are spaced between
the vortices as shown in Figure C-l. The bound portion of the vortex
is placed at the quarter chord of each chordwlse strip, and the control
point is placed at the three-quarter chord of each chordwise strip.
The widths of the chordwise strips are inputted to the program.
The strengths of the horseshoe vortices are found by a matrix
solution of the boundary condition equations as follows: Let
n = number of vortices and control points
1 = control point Index; i » 1 to n
j = vortex index; j •> 1 to n
The downwash at control point i is
£ - Jr "«,;)
where /? is the circulation of the Jth vortex, and H(i, j) is a
function of the geometric location of point i relative to vortex j.
Applying the Biot-Savart law to each filament of the horseshoe vortex J ,
H(i, j) is given below for the special case of a planar ving.
.
 (c.2)
c-i
C-l
FORTRAN INPUT NOTATION
SWIM /S
&Gcr/atis * 0.25,
C-2
where 9.., 9- and h are defined in Figure C-2.
In equation C-2, the summation includes the left-trailing, right-
trailing, and bound filaments of horseshoe vortex j1, plus the
corresponding filaments on the opposite wing. All of these filaments
have circulation Tj.
Equation C-l written for each control point gives "n" boundary
condition equations which can be expressed in matrix form as
nxn nxl .nxl
[H] GAMMA = DW (C-3)
r
where GAMMA (J) = -r-*—
DW (I) = ^
o
Equation C-3 is solved by matrix inversion to give
[GAMMA| = [n]"1 |DW|
 (c.4)
The H matrix is inverted in subroutine EQSOL by the augmented method,
Reference 19.
Equation C-4 is evaluated using two sets of values for DW,
corresponding to wing camber and incidence (or twist), and wing angle
of attack. The resulting two sets of values for GAMMA are combined
to give the total circulation of each vortex as
C-3
C-2
C-4
where GAMG is the combined effects of camber and incidence, and GAM
is the effect of angle of attack per degree.
The above analysis is for the simplified case of a planer wing.
The computer program accounts for a non-planer wing (that is,
dihedral) by constructing an H matrix which considers the total
vortex-induced velocity normal to each wing section, and by con-
structing a DW matrix which considers the downwash component normal
to each wing section. The program also Includes the velocities
induced by the wing thickness source distribution which act on the out-
of-plane wing sections.
The pylon is represented by a spanwise and chordwise lattice of
horseshoe vortices in a manner similar to the wing. Pylon crossflow
is produced by the wing interference flow field alone, since the aircraft
is assumed to be at zero yaw. The pylon vortices are imaged above the
wing, using the wing as a plane of symmetry. The pylon bound vortices are
not swept.
C-5/C-6
APPENDIX D: NOSE FLOW FIELD
For flow field calculations the nose is represented by a series
of line source and doublet distributions along the axis of symmetry.
This representation is shown in Figure D-l. The line sources represent
the nose in axisymraetric flow and the line doublets represent the
crossflow due to angle of attack. The line doublets are geometrically
coincident with the line sources. Each line source and doublet has
constant strength per unit length, and these strength values are
determined by satisfying the boundary condition of flow tangency at
several control points on the nose. This method of representation
was chosen because it describes well the flow about a nose-cylinder
type body at constant angle of attack, even if no control points are
placed on the cylindrical portion of the body. The equations
describing the sources, doublets, and boundary conditions in subsonic
compressible flow will now be described.
From any elementary text (like Reference 18), the velocity
potential for a point source on the X-axis at X = X is :
(D-l)
r2 = Y 2 + Z 2
A. = source strength
D-l
§5 erfO KM wwCOg
D
-2
Consider a line distribution of sources of strength
= A
For a line distribution starting at X = XU and ending at X =XBL, the
potential is
j. fXBL -Adxi
Vo " JXU d
= A In + d
XBL
XU
The velocities produced by the potential are;
90
8X
90
Taking the X and r derivatives of (D-2) gives
u
o
v
V
A
d
zA
r
= XBL
= xu
X = XBL
= XU
(D-2)
<D-3a)
(D-3b)
Now consider N such line sources as shown in Figure (D-l). The velocity
at any field point i may be expressed as the sum over all line sources,
j - 1 to N, using (D-3).
D-3
u N XBL
(D-4a)
N
= 2
= XBL
Xl=XUj (D-4b)
To evaluate the source strengths A., let the field points i
be the control points on the nose surface. From Reference 18, the
boundary condition for flow tangency on the body may be separated
into an axial flow equation and a crossflow equation. The axial flow
boundary condition is
v
Vo dX
dR
dX • cos a (D-5)
Substituting u. and vr from Equations D-4 into equation D-5 and
writing N such equations for each of N control points, the resulting
set of equations can be expressed in matrix form as
[H] JA dJR
dX • cos a.
where H is the geometric function
/X. - X,\
H.
dR
dX
ij
XBL
XU
(D-6)
(D-7)
D-4
Equation Dr6 is solved by matrix inversion to give the source strength
for small a such that cos a. — 1.
dx
For the crossflow velocities, Reference 18 states that the
doublet potential is of the form
90-
(D-8)
c 8r cos 9
(D-9)
where 0 is the potential at zero a and 0 is the cylindrical
a
coordinate angle defined in Figure D-l. The radial derivative of
0 is just v , given in equation D-3b for a line source distribution,
a r
The equation for a line doublet distribution is therefore
-C X - Xl
X- — XBLi
X, = XU
(D-10)
where C is the constant strength of the line doublet per unit length.
The velocities produced by the line doublet are
u 8X 8r 80
n fl o i
-C P r cos 9 1
= xu
(D-lla)
C (X -
J3 2
-d r
+ 0
2 2
= XBL
X1 = XU
(D-llb)
D-5
C sin 0 X " Xi
V0o;
= XBL
XU
(D-llc)
From Reference 18 , the cross flow boundary condition at control point i
is v
u
o
i dR
dX cos 0. (D-12)
The solution for the doublet strengths, C., follows the same procedure
as that for the source strengths A , resulting in the matrix equation
[H] (c
where "i" is the unit column matrix, and
Hij
-
 X
X. = XBL
xi=xuj
Using the above theory for axial flow and crossflow, pressures
were predicted on an ogive body and compared with experimental data.
Figure D-2 shows this comparison and serves to verify the correctness
of the linear theory as programmed.
D-6
FIGURE D-2
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON VK OGIVE NOSE
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APPENDIX E: STORE BODY LOADING
The store body loading distribution per unit length can be divided
into three separate parts; they are (1) loading due to local cross-
flow, (2) loading due to axial rate of change of local crossflow,
(3) loading due to buoyancy.
To predict the body loading due to crossflow and its axial rate
of change, let us assume the body is slender (this restriction will
later be removed). Slender body theory predicts the load coefficient
per unit length (Reference 16). It is
*•£«
(E-l)
where CN = load coefficient per unit length referenced to
Lt
TT D2/4
R = local body radius
D « body reference diameter
a = crossflow in radians
Now consider a body axial section of finite length, DELX (FORTRAN
notation). The loading on the section is
DCN «. C • DELX (E-2)
L
where the "bar" denotes an average value over the section. Let us
define the average Cjj as
07 = CNLA • a + C N L D • (§ ) (E'3)
E-l
CNLA = section loading per unit length due to.crossflow
(per radian-foot)
CNLD = section loading per unit length due to"unit axial rate
of change of crossflow (per radian)
Values of CNLA and CNLD at each body section are input to the program.
If slender body theory is used, they may be computed from equation
E-l as
CNLA = i£ / R ^ i \
D2 ^ dX 1 (E-4)
CNLD = -|- (R2)
D (E-5)
The values denoted by the "bar" can be approximated as the value at
the center of each body section of width DELX. The value of a. at
each section is computed by the computer program as illustrated in
Figure E-l. Furthermore, the program uses the following approximation,
which gives adequate accuracy.
/ dtt\ do; ..
\ dX / dX
Now suppose the store nose is not so slender. In this case,
Equation E-4 for CNLA need not be used. The nose C^ distribution
can be obtained from experimental data or from another theory in
uniform flow. CNLA is equated to the value of CN per unit a at the
Li
center of each axial section of the body.
E-2
FIGURE E-l _
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E-3
The effects of body loading due to viscous crossflow can be
included through theoretical or'experimental evaluation of the values
of CNLA over the body. Viscous crossflow loading is nonlinear with
angle of attack, but the computer program has no provision for
variable CNLA with angle of attack. This requires that CNLA, if
nonlinear, be inputted for the crossflow angle of attack range of
interest. Interference crossflow values will usually be small for
aircraft-store interference (~3 degrees). Viscous crossflow loading
tends to be small at these angles. Reference 14 shows that viscous
crossflow has small effect on moments about the store mid section.
Also, it may be true that estimates of viscous crossflow based on
uniform flow theory overstate the nonuniform flow case, since
body separation vortices cannot grow on the lee-side of the body over
great lengths if the crossflow reverses sign. These factors tend to
reduce the importance of viscous crossflow in applying the prediction
.method.
From equation E-5 for slender bodies, the value of CNLD over
the body straight portions is 2.0. CNLD is much smaller over the nose,
where R is less than D/2. Correction of CNLD for non-slender noses
would add little to the accuracy of the loading prediction.
The third body loading component is the buoyancy loading. This
is the loading produced by the variable static pressure in the
Interference flow field. The body buoyancy loading per unit length
is given by
E-4
N,
7TD
1T/2
-7T/2
C - C | cos 0 . R . d0
L U (E-7)
where D = reference diameter
R = local body radius
C = pressure coefficient on lower and upper surfaces
9 = polar coordinate angle
The sketch below shows the sign conventions.
Y ••*-
UPPER
Sketch E-l
The computer program calculates the pressure coefficient at two points,
located at R = D/2, 8 =0, 180 degrees, and assumes a cosine variation
with 0 and a linear variation with R of the form
E-5
'
 C AC
R=D/2
6=0,180
2R
D-r- • cos 6
Define RS -RS
 D
X
then
R=D/2
6=0,180
(E-8)
(E-9)
(E-10)
- ir/2
:N = ? (RS>2 ' BZ ' / cos" 6 • d 6
L
 -7T/2
C " (RS)2 • (BZ)
L
(E-ll)
RS is input to the program. BZ is computed by the program, using the
first order pressure coefficient
-2 u (E-12)
u = axial perturbation velocity
The notation BZ is used for buoyancy force in the -Z direction and
BY for buoyancy force in the -Y direction. Derivation of the buoyancy
force in the Y direction is similar to that presented above for the
i
Z direction, with the pressure coefficients being calculated at the
0 = ±90 degree peripheral locations on the body.
E-6
APPENDIX F: STORE FIN LOADING AND BODY CARRY-OVER
The store fins are divided into groups of high and low aspect
ratio for computing loads in nonuniform flow. The loading on each
type of fin is divided into 3 parts; (1) loading due to local cross-
flow, (2) loading due to axial rate of change of crossflow, (3) loading
due to spanwise rate of change of crossflow. The fins are assumed
to be cruciform at arbitrary roll angle, and the forces on the fins
are resolved into components which tend to pitch, yaw, and roll the store.
Low Aspect Ratio Fins
Consider one axial section of a low aspect ratio fin and body
as shown in the sketch below. The FORTRAN input coefficients for the
loading on this section can be obtained from slender body theory as
follows. Let A;CM be the normal force coefficient on this sectionW0!
of the fin (2 panels) in uniform flow. Slender body theory gives
Sketch F-l
F-l
A\-?N
where Ku and Ky are the wing-due-to-body carry-over factors at X , X
respectively. These may be found in Reference 17. The FORTRAN
input variable CNF is defined as the load on one panel.
CNF = ACXT /2
k2
 v K2 K \
*2 X " Bl "vJ (F-2)(b
" D2 2
The carry-over onto the body is contained in the FORTRAN variable
CNLA. Using K^ as the body carry-over factor (Reference 17)
_§ rb2 K _ b2
• DELX I 2 B2 l
} (F"3)
This carry-over CNLA is added to the body -alone CNLA of APPENDIX E.
Now consider the same low aspect ratio fin in a crossflow field
that is changing linearly with X by the equation
a = jjf [X - X. - DELX/2]
(F-4)
= CONSTANT (RADIANS /FT)dX
so that a = 0 at the section midpoint (see sketch). Slender body
theory gives the fin loading in the presence of the body for this a.
distribution.
— f2H£ da\ / ,2 ' 2
 v \ (F-5)
2 dX/
F-2
The K,. values are again the carry-ever factors of Reference 17.
Although these It, values were derived In Reference 17 for uniform flow,
vortex lattice calculations performed for the present study have shown
that they offer a good approximation for variable crossflow over fins
of low aspect ratio.
The FORTRAN Input variable CNLD Is the load per unit length due
to unit crossflow axial derivative. Using the notation F = fin,
B = body, the CNLD Increment due to the fin is
C
CNLD
DELX • (da/dX)
B
ft r 9 9 I
T UX + b i K wD [ 2 L ij
/2
The total section CNLD is
CNLD = CNLD
TOTAL
+ CNLD
F4F.B
+ CNLD (F-7)
F
In the above equation, obtain CNLD (F + F^) from Equation (F-6), and
D
obtain CNLD (B) from Equation (E-5). The component CNLD (B^) was not
r
evaluated in this study but was assumed to be zero. An alternative
procedure is to use the uniform flow IL value in place of K,, In
Equation F-6 for this component of CNLD. However, it has not been
verified in this study that the uniform flow value of K^ (from
Reference 17) is a good approximation to the corresponding nonuniform
flow value.
In applying slender body theory, it is the usual practice to
truncate the fin after the axial station where the span decreases from
its maximum.
F-3
Moderate and High Aspect Ratio Fins
Consider a store axial section containing a fin as shown in
the sketch below. Include all fins for which the slender body theory
of the previous section would not give good results. Obtain the force
coefficient on the fin for two panels, body removed, per radian in
uniform flow. Call this value CN . It may be available from test
data or it may be predicted from linear theory or empirical data.
Also, program STORLD (the subject program) will predict this value
by inputting the panel as an aircraft wing. The store section input
•DELX
Sketch F-2
CNF is given by
CNF = K Ot
W 2 (F-8)
F-4
The body Incremental loading Is
CNLA DELX
BF
(F-9)
where K^ and K are again from Reference 17 .
Now consider the same store section in nonuniform flow with
angle of attack given by equation F-4. Obtain the fin loading
in this crossflow field, again for two panels, body removed. Call
this value C . Program STORLD will predict this value by inputting
the fin as an aircraft wing in a variable flow field with the input:
DALFDX = 77
uX
(F-10)
XALFO = Xj^ + DELX/2
The store section CNLD increment due to the fin is
CNLD _
 K W C N
F4Fn DELX • ^
o dX
where K^ is the carry over factor in uniform flow and is assumed to
approximate the value in nonuniform flow. The total section CNLD
is computed by Equation F-7, using F-ll as input.
Fin Loading in Crossflow with Spanwise Variation
Consider the store body-fin cross section shown in Figure F-l.
Let the crossflow normal to the fin be called W. Let W be computed
at two locations:
W = WS at 2Y/D = 1
W = WT at 2Y/D = FTM
= program input
F-5
FIGURE F-l
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W
F-6
Let FT = 2Y/D at fin tip (input).
FTM = 2Y/D at maximum fin span (input) .
Define WD as the crossflow spanwise rate of change.
Computation of WS , WT, and WD is discussed in APPENDIX G.
The crossflow distribution over the fin span is the sum of a constant
component and a linear varying component.
W = (WS - WD) + WD • 2Y/D (F-13)
Let CNF = fin force coefficient in constant crossflow per radian
CNPF = fin force coefficient for crossflow produced as in roll
about store axis at a rate such that crossflow at fin tip
. is one radian
Then the panel total force coefficient is
C = -CNF • (WS - WD) - CNPF • FT • WD (F-14)
where C is plus up and W is plus down. The coefficient CNPF may be
related to the fin roll damping coefficient, Cjj . Define
c. = —
*p (\2V
C. = CNPF . FCP
£
FCP = Y/D
F-7
where p = roll rate (radians per second)
V ™ free stream velocity
C« » roll coefficient, one panel
Y » fin spanwise center of pressure
Let the induced crossflow at the fin tip be one radian.
W = f = | - ^  = 1 RADIAN
or
S = -L
2V FT
This gives
CNPF =
 5
The value of CNPF is usually about 60 to 80 percent of CNF,
depending on planform. It can be calculated by inputting the store
fin to program STORLD as an aircraft wing with a linear spanwise
variation of twist (input ALFV) going from zero at the body axis to
one radian at the tip.
F-8
APPENDIX G: RESOLUTION OF FLOW VELOCITIES AT THE STORE
The crossflow velocities at the store are resolved into components
normal to the store fins. These normal components are then resolved
into components which produce store pitch, yaw, and roll. Consider
the store in Figure G-l at roll angle 0 shown. Let nondimersional
velocities (u, v, w) parallel to the (X, Y, Z) axes be computed at
8 points on the cross section (J •» 1 through 8) as shown. Define A
and B as the velocities normal to the fins. At the fin roots,
A = (wl + WA) cos 0 + (v + v,) sin 0
(G-l)
B = (v2 + v3) cos 0 - (w + w,) sin 0
where u, v, w are per unit V »
(fin roots)
Let WS = fin normal velocity at root, resolved into Z direction
VS = fin normal velocity at root, resolved into Y direction
then
WS = A cos 0 - B sin 0
VS = B cos 0 + A sin 0 (G-2)
Equations G-l give
WS = (W-L + w4) cos2 0 + (w2 + w3) sin2 0
+ (v.. + v, - v« - v_) sin 0 cos 0
VS = (v0 + v0) cos 0 + (v, + v.) sin2 02 3 1 4
 (G.3)
+ (-w2 - w» + w-+ w,) sin 0 cos 0
G-l
FIGURE G-l
RESOLUTION OF FIN CROSSFLOW INTO Y-Z COMPONENTS
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G-2
The velocities at the fin tips are resolved in the same manner by
using the index J = 5, 8 in Equation G-3 in place of J = 1, 4,
respectively. Call these resolved tip velocities VT, WT. Then the
spanwise rate of change parameters are defined as
WD =
VD =
FTM - 1
VT - VS
FTM - 1
 (G.4)
FTM = fin tip span over body radius (input)
The average angles of attack acting on the store body in the Y
•s
and Z directions are
ALZ = i 2
 WT
* J=l J
ATV 1 TALY = r 2 v
J=l J
The buoyancy acting on the body is proportional to the differential
pressure coefficient AC (see Equation E-ll). In the A and B directions,
P
(G-6)
<ACp )B = 2 (UL - u4)
G-3
The buoyancy parameters BY, BZ are defined proportional to the buoyancy
forces in the minus Y and Z directions.
BZ = [- <AC_). cos 0 - (AC ) sin 0]/D
(G-7)
BY = [- (ACp)B cos 0 + <ACp)A sin 0]/D
Equation G-6 gives
BZ =
 D t(u2 " V COS 0 ' (U4 ' ui> sin
~. r/.. .. \ : H . / -i 1 (G'oJ
2BY = D t(u4 " V COS 0 + (U2 " V 8in
The velocities normal to the fins are resolved into components
which tend to roll the store. Define
ARS = net roll velocity on 4 panels at fin roots
Then
ARS - (w4 - WL + v3 - v2) cos 0
+ (v, - v- + w- - w») sin 0
(G-9)
Define a similar roll parameter ART, at the maximum fin tip (FTM) by
replacing the index J = 1, 4 in Equation G-9 by J = 5, 8-respectively.
Then the spanwise rate of change of the roll parameter is defined as
ART - ARS (G-10)
ARD =
 FTM- 1
G-4
